
Chapter -5. Adjectives

Exercise A

2. Dauntless courage

3. Systematic work

4. Melodious song

5. Thorny path

6. Fiery speech

7. White lie

8. Delicious meal

9. Desperate need

10. Legible hand.

Exercise B

-pitiable                                               -childish/ child-like

-heavenly                                              -princely

-wealthy                                                -wooden

-lovable                                               -picturesque

-needy                                                   -slavish

-costly                                                    -sensible

-painful                                                  -quarrelsome

-doubtful                                               -artistic

-peaceful                                                -foolish

-progressive                                            -playful

Chapter-5.1 Adjectives- Degrees

1. Solomon was the wisest king who ever lived.

2. Of all the Romans Brutus was the noblest.

3. Rajiv is wiser then Shyam.



4. No one could as fast as Vimala.

5. Today he sang better than he did yesterday.

6. That is the most interesting book I have ever read.

7. Japan is richer than many other nations.

8. The camel is the most useful animal in a desert.

9. Light travels faster than sun.

10. Nobody is as dutiful as Jaya.

11.  Smitha is more helpful now than she use to be.

12. Jupiter is the largest planet in the solar system.

13. This is the most interesting story I have ever read.

14. Gold is the most precious of all the metals.

15. Mohan is not so polite as his brother.

16. A wise enemy is better than a foolish friend.

17. Of the two sisters, Rita is prettier.

18.  The best suggestion came from my sister.

19. This is the highest price I can offer.

20. Helen, the Greek queen was the most beautiful woman in those days.

Exercise B.

1. No one else works as hard as Shishir in the class.

2. You can run faster than her .

3. Venus is the largest planet .

4. No other girl in the class is as polite as she .

5. Gold is more precious than any other metal .

6. His bite is not as bad as his bark .

7. Rose is the loveliest flower .

8. My watch is not as expensive as yours .

9. No other river is as holy as the Ganga .

10. Pallavi is more hard -working than any other girl .

11. We are not as sad when not left alone.



12. Mango is the most popular fruit.

13. No other plan is as good as this.

14. This is the shortest of all routes.


